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Mr. Weiss has served as the Executive Director of E.G. Weiss and Associates for 18 years. 
He possesses a unique broad-ranging skill set, which includes years of experience as a 
Senior Security/Threat Analyst for government agencies, major manufacturers, and 
federal contractors; as well as expert involvement in consequence management 
consulting, research & development, forensic science, and private sector preparedness. 
 
A prolific public speaker on topics ranging from forensic analysis, to crime scene               
re-creation, to infection control, to faith-based concerns, to societal threat prediction, to 
cutting-edge advances in drone technology, Mr. Weiss’ singular ability to engage with 
diverse audiences ensures information is absorbed by all participants in his presentations.  
 
He is the author of 2018’s: The Definition Of Unprecedented, and the scheduled 2023 
releases: The End Without An End- America's Future in a Post-Pandemic World and  
The Devil You Know: Catastrophic disasters hidden by famous disasters we all knew about 
(with J.H.W. Weiss) (1910Publishing) 
 
As one of the first nationally prominent safety and emergency preparedness speakers, E.G. 
(Eddy) Weiss' career took him on national speaking tours for over 14 years. His career 
began in the fire service, which led to two decades of service in both fire and medical 
response. As he added severe weather research and tornado safety to his resume, he was 
asked to take on the role of a professional Storm Chaser for several television networks.   
 
With his expanded reach, Eddy began to create emergency management programming for 
schools, churches, and communities - which led to larger speaking tours - eventually 
causing him to choose to narrow his focus to emergency management and disaster 
response. As an acknowledged practical expert in those fields, he has leveraged his 
extensive background to create dozens of trainings, programs, and presentations for 
response agencies, government entities, corporations, and educational institutions. 
 
In 2003, he created a disaster response team which later evolved (after Hurricane Katrina) 
into a tactical response unit designed to support law enforcement and other response 
teams. This specialty led to his ongoing involvement in research and development for over 
two dozen rescue and response tool companies around the globe. 
 
E.G. Weiss & Associates now has its offices in North Texas - just outside of the Dallas-Ft. 
Worth Metroplex. E.G. Weiss & Associates offers contracted services in mobility 
operations, operations coordination, logistics, security, program and operations 
coordination and oversight, threat analysis, infectious disease control, safety, personnel 
fulfillment, planning, HSEEP exercises, and more.  
 
E.G. Weiss & Associates has provided services for such clients as the U.S. Department of 
State, DOD, NHS, FEMA, Xeter, EM Solutions, MVM Inc, HHS, ORR, DHS, Frito-Lay, 3M, 
Exelon Corporation, Duke Energy, ITC Electric Transmission, Missouri River Energy, Mid-
American Energy, Iowa Utility Association, Nebraska Rural Electric Association, and more. 
 
Mr. Weiss is the founder of The Life In The Arena Foundation. LITA is a 501(c)(3) non-profit 
organization that exists to support first responders in the United States that have unique 
needs for equipment, training, or in-field support.  
 
He also serves as Chairman of the Board for Oasis Restoration Ministries in Titusville, 
Florida. Oasis is a non-profit organization offering holistic treatment for drug addiction and 
mental illness, focusing on Responder PTSD and critical stress issues.  

EDUCATION & CREDENTIALS 
Mr. Weiss holds over 100 federal 
and state certifications from 
prestigious organizations and 
institutions such as FEMA, Johns 
Hopkins, Yale University School of 
Medicine, and the National 
Emergency Response & Rescue 
Training Center (NERRIC). 

AWARDS & RECOGNITION 
Mr. Weiss has received four 
Presidential awards, including one 
for a lifetime of service to America's 
communities as an educator, and a 
Presidential Medal for his service in 
the 2017 hurricanes. 
He was honored as a Kentucky 
Colonel and was recognized by 
Kentucky's Governor for his work in 
disaster preparedness education.  
He received the Iowa 2014 Disaster 
Volunteer of the Year Award and a 
Lifetime Achievement award from 
Iowa’s Governor in 2017. 

PUBLIC SPEAKING 
A highly-sought speaker on a wide 
range of topics, Mr. Weiss brings 
decades of experience, a unique 
ability to synthesize events, and an 
engaging sense of humor to make 
his original presentations relatable 
and accessible to a wide variety of 
audiences.  

https://www.linkedin.com/in/eddyweiss/

